Trace Express for Aptean Ross ERP

Automated, Comprehensive Traceability

Aptean Ross ERP understands that traceability is paramount in industries like food and beverage, specialty chemicals, and pharmaceuticals so we’ve designed this as a core capability within our solution. From raw ingredients to finished goods, along with processes, equipment, personnel, and quality tests, users will always have full traceability of their products and processes throughout the supply chain, dramatically increasing the response time for performing mock recalls and audits. Trace Express equips users with reliable and actionable information to help companies better facilitate industry and regulatory compliance, and ensure the protection of their brand.

Omni-Directional, Real-Time Visibility

Trace Express provides a user-friendly, graphical lot trace and recall capability that gives you omni-directional visibility (including supplier receipts, customer shipments, and invoices) across the supply chain. Through the Trace Express viewer screen, process manufacturers can streamline compliance requirements and recall management with the flexible ability to trace a defective product or lot from finished good back to raw ingredient, from raw ingredient to finished good, or from mid-production backward and forward.

Quick, Easy Traceability

Complete a trace within seconds, giving you access to relevant lot activity and quality history and leading to a faster response time in the event of a recall.

Better Visibility

Increases visibility into lot/product, leading to an increase in brand protection capabilities and higher customer retention.

Aligns with Industry/Government Regulations

Streamlines reporting in compliance with industry and government regulations, ensuring the safety of your products and the trust of your customers.
Intuitive, Interactive, Visual

Trace Express provides a highly intuitive user experience that dramatically cuts the time to identify, review, and process the data gathered on any particular lot. Designed to make it easy to trace lots quickly with a graphical view of the process, the viewer provides information in a logical order and answers questions about the location of your products, production, quality assurance, and details of each shipment.

A trace graph depicting pictorial information for the lot is displayed on your screen. You have the ability to view information at a high-level or drill down to the details with a click of a mouse. The diagram’s icons expand and decrease the information for easy viewing of the whole production process.

Integrated with Google Maps, Trace Express Viewer takes visibility into each lot trace even further with the Shipment Map which lets users see the destination of each shipment from their facility on a larger scale and allows for more effective management of recalls.

Key Features

- **Extensive Search Capabilities** - Graphical overview of lot activities with extensive search capabilities including lot transaction points, receipts, jobs, shipments, and inventory
- **Omni-Directional Visibility** - Visibility to complete a forward trace from raw materials to shipping, backward trace from shipping to raw materials, or trace from mid-production backward and forward
- **Visual, Interactive Model** - Grid capabilities to review all related transactional information, as well as zoom and drag capabilities for easy navigation
- **Personalized, Detailed Views** - Detailed view for users to drill down into specific lots, inventory and characteristics, along with the capability to personalize the grid layout of the trace viewer
- **Shipments Map** - Large-scale view of shipments and their destinations for better recall management
- **Regulatory Compliance** - Provides the tools to identify suspect materials and the disposition of finished goods in the event of a product recall while facilitating industry/government regulatory compliance

For more information about Trace Express for Aptean Ross ERP, contact your account manager or email us at info@aptean.com.

Aptean provides very specific industries with very specific ERP, supply chain management, and customer experience solutions. In today’s fast-paced, highly competitive economy, organizations don’t have time to waste forcing homegrown software, spreadsheets, and one-size-fits-all solutions to do things they were never designed to do. Aptean is on a mission to end those workarounds – with industry-specific solutions instead of generic software, expert support instead of making you go it alone, and a steady influx of new ideas instead of the status quo. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.